
facileevolution manual
Code PM1970-XXX (with subottoman)

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Manual

Size

520

545

560

640

800

Cycles:50.0009,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyArmchair Sofas

Positions:

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

Closed Full RelaxTV

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Optional

CARTER sTAbIlIzER bAR kIT RoTATIon bAsEs

fInIshEs pITCh pInskD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

Benefit:  FACILE evolution manual is an “entry level” 
mechanism, ideal for the creation of armchairs and sofas. 
Moving the product is simple, just push back the weight of 
the body on the seat to operate the mechanism and open the 
footboard, thus obtaining the “TV” position. Thanks to the 
special movement “push-back” also, just move the weight 
of the user on the backrest to tilt and allow the lever of the 

mechanism, to raise the seat to reach the position “full relaxation”. 
A wide range of options allow the customer to further customize 
the features of the mechanism in order to create a unique padding. 
Thanks to the presence of the subottoman, the padded mattress 
remains pulled better in all phases of the movement of the seat, 
in addition to offering greater support to the calf open footboard.

hEADREsT



facileevolution manual
Code PM2080-XXX (without subottoman)

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Manual

Size

520

545

560

640

800

Cycles:50.0009,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyArmchair Sofas

Positions:

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

Closed Full RelaxTV

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

CARTER sTAbIlIzER bAR kIT RoTATIon bAsEs

fInIshEs pITCh pInskD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

Benefit: FACILE evolution manual is an “entry level” 
mechanism, ideal for the creation of armchairs and sofas. 
Moving the product is simple, just push back the weight of 
the body on the seat to operate the mechanism and open the 
footboard, thus obtaining the “TV” position. Thanks to the 

special movement “push-back” also, just move the weight of the 
user on the backrest to tilt and allow the lever of the mechanism, 
to raise the seat to reach the position “full relaxation”. A wide 
range of options allow the customer to further customize the 
features of the mechanism in order to create a unique padding. 

kIT 
sUboTToMAn

hEADREsT



FACILEevolution M1 motorized 

Code PE1980-XXX (with subottoman)

Positions:

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00012kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

520

545

560

640

800

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 
Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Full RelaxClosed TV

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: The mechanics of the Facile series are perfect 
for sofas and armchairs with clean and thin lines. Thanks to its 
very solid and compact base structure, this mechanisms grants 
a wide range of options in the choise of the design of the 
finished product. One actuator activates the movement of the 
mechanism from closed position,to TV and relax. The design 
of the levers, minimal and linear, allows a sliding movement 

of the mechanism to improve the comfort of the upholstered 
furniture. Thanks to the presence of the subottoman, the padded 
mattress remains pulled better in all phases of the movement of 
the seat, in addition to offering greater support to the calf open 
footboard. Highly customizable, from pins to bases and push 
buttons, to meet the needs of our most demanding customers.

HEADREST



facileevolution M1 motorized 
Code PE2150-XXX (without subottoman)

Positions:

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00012kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

520

545

560

640

800

full Relaxclosed TV

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: The mechanics of the Facile series are perfect 
for sofas and armchairs with clean and thin lines. Thanks to its 
very solid and compact base structure, this mechanisms grants 
a wide range of options in the choise of the design of the 
finished product. One actuator activates the movement of the 
mechanism from closed position,to TV and relax. The design 

of the levers, minimal and linear, allows a sliding movement of the 
mechanism to improve the comfort of the upholstered furniture. 
Highly customizable, from pins to bases and push buttons, to 
meet the needs of our most demanding customers.

KIT ROTATION BASES PINS

CARTER

FINISHESKD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

STABILIzER BAR

PITCH

KIT 
SUBOTTOMAN

HEADREST



facile independent M2 motorized
Code PE2130-XXX (with subottoman)

Positions:

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00014,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

520

545

560

640

720

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Optional

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: The mechanical Facile independent M2 with 
subottoman of the FACILE series is perfect for sofas and armchairs 
with clean and thin lines. With a very solid and compact base 
structure, it allows the designer wide choice in the form of 
the finished product; two actuators regulate the independent 
movement of the backrest and seat of the mechanism when 
closed, TV, comfort to relax. The minimal and linear design of 

the levers makes the movement of the sliding mechanism in order 
to improve the comfort of the padded. The numerous options 
make this item customizable: from pins, bases, buttons in order to 
meet the most sought after needs of our customers. Thanks to the 
presence of the subottoman, the padded mattress remains pulled 
better in all phases of the movement of the seat, in addition to 
offering greater support to the calf open footboard.

KIT ROTATION BASES PINS

CARTER

FINISHESKD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

STABILIzER BAR

PITCH

HEADREST



FACILE independent M2 motorized
Cod. PE2195-XXX (without subottoman)

Positions:

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00014,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

520

545

560

640

720

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 
Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Optional

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: The mechanical Facile independent M2 without 
subottoman of the FACILE series is perfect for sofas and 
armchairs with clean and thin lines. With a very solid and 
compact base structure, it allows the designer wide choice 
in the form of the finished product; two actuators regulate 
the independent movement of the backrest and seat of the 

mechanism when closed, TV, comfort to relax. The minimal and 
linear design of the levers makes the movement of the sliding 
mechanism in order to improve the comfort of the padded. The 
numerous options make this item customizable: from pins, bases, 
buttons in order to meet the most sought after needs of our 
customers.

CARTER

FINISHESKD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

STABILIzER BAR

PITCH

KIT ROTATION BASES PINS

KIT 
SUBOTTOMAN

HEADREST



facileevolution smart manual
Code PM2700-XXX (with subottoman)

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Manual

Size

Cycles:50.0009,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyArmchair Sofas

Positions:

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

520

545

560

640

800

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Closed Full RelaxTV

CARTER sTAbIlIzER bAR kIT RoTATIon bAsEs

fInIshEs pITCh pInskD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

Benefit: FACILE evolution smart manual is an “entry 
level” mechanism, ideal for the creation of armchairs and 
sofas. Moving the product is simple, just push back the 
weight of the body on the seat to operate the mechanism 
and open the footboard, thus obtaining the “TV” position. 
Thanks to the special movement “push-back” also, just 
move the weight of the user on the backrest to tilt and allow 
the lever of the mechanism, to raise the seat to reach the 
position “full relaxation”. A wide range of options allow the 

customer to further customize the features of the mechanism 
in order to create a unique padding. Thanks to the presence of 
the subottoman, the padded mattress remains pulled better in 
all phases of the movement of the seat, in addition to offering 
greater support to the calf open footboard. This mechanism has 
a shorter footrest (no flap), obtaining a product with a smaller size 
without sacrificing the comfort of a recliner mechanism.

hEADREsT



FACILE evolution smart manual
Code PM2710-XXX (without subottoman)

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Manual

Size

Cycles:50.0009,5kg+/- 1kg WarrantyArmchair Sofas

Positions:

Standard sizes (mm)

Different sizes available 

520

545

560

640

800

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Closed Full RelaxTV

Benefit: FACILE evolution smart manual is an “entry 
level” mechanism, ideal for the creation of armchairs and 
sofas. Moving the product is simple, just push back the 
weight of the body on the seat to operate the mechanism 
and open the footboard, thus obtaining the “TV” position. 
Thanks to the special movement “push-back” also, just move 
the weight of the user on the backrest to tilt and allow the 

lever of the mechanism, to raise the seat to reach the position 
“full relaxation”. A wide range of options allow the customer 
to further customize the features of the mechanism in order to 
create a unique padding. This mechanism has a shorter footrest 
(no flap), obtaining a product with a smaller size without sacrificing 
the comfort of a recliner mechanism.

CARTER sTAbilizER bAR kiT RoTATion bAsEs

finishEs piTCh pins
kiT 

suboTTomAnkD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

hEADREsT



FACILE hybrid motorized
Code PE07175-XXX (without subottoman)

Positions:

Optional

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00012kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

520

Standard sizes (mm)

Closed

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: FACILE hybrid motorized is designed to be 
inserted in the seats cinema; the not complete opening of 
the footboard allows to maintain a reduced space, without 
sacrificing comfort. With a very solid and compact base 
structure, the designer has a wide range of choices in the 
shape of the finished product; an actuator regulates the 

movement of the mechanism from closed to TV. The minimal and 
linear design of the levers makes the movement of the sliding 
mechanism in order to improve the comfort of the padded. The 
numerous options make this item customizable: from pins, bases, 
buttons in order to meet the most sought after needs of our 
customers.

CARTER

FINISHESKD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

STABILIzER BAR

PITCH

KIT ROTATION BASES PINS



FACILE independent special motorized
Code PE07480-XXX (without subottoman)

Positions:

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

Cycles:30.00017kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized Armchair Sofas

Size

530

Standard sizes (mm)

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Optional

ELECTRIC 
KIT 

PLUGS & CABLE
EXTENSIONS

ACTUATORS

POWER SUPPLY& 
BATTERY PACKS

CONTROL 
SYSTEM

BUILT IN SWITCHES CONTROL PLATES

TOUCH SENSOR
WIRED/ WIRELESS

REMOTES
SMARTPHONE

CONTROL SYSTEM

Benefit: FACILE independent special motorized is 
perfect for armchairs with clean and thin lines. This model, in 
particular, is mounted on the base and pivot as it is not prepared 
for a supporting armrest; but it is still possible to install an armrest 
to improve its comfort and design. Thanks to the very solid and 
compact basic structure, it allows the designer wide choices in 
the shape of the finished product. Two actuators regulate the 

independent movement of the backrest and seat of the mechanism: 
from closed, TV, comfort to relax. The minimal and linear design of 
the levers makes the movement of the sliding mechanism in order to 
improve the comfort of the padded. The numerous options make this 
item customizable: from pins, bases, buttons in order to meet the 
most sought after needs of our customers.

BASES PINS

CARTER

FINISHESKD

SOME
ACCESSORIES

STABILIzER BAR

KIT 
SUBOTTOMAN

HEADREST


